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Feedworks™ Feed Roller Systems
We’re “On-A-Roll !”

Wood Tech Enterprises offers feed rollers for most any woodworking application and
machine. Our own Honor Roll™ brand offers reliability, long life and an economical
solution to material feeding.

What’s all the Hub about? Our reusable hub and replaceable drive tire
assemblies are easily mounted for the most economical use on your machine.

Our Tires Won’t give you the Slip - These high traction tires use the latest
elastomer technology that solves traditional problems such as raised grain, slippage,
marking and pre-mature ware.

Fed up with your Rollers? - Improvements include better abrasion resistance and
higher tear strength which leads to longer lasting tires.
Earning high marks in Non-Marring - Our specially formulated tires won’t
leave marks like steel or rubber rollers.

More Grip—Less Gripe! - Reduce your reject figures. Make better use of time
and money.

Helping you to get RE-tired! - Your in-house tire replacement means less
down time and higher productivity. Economical replacement tires lower your overall
inventory costs.
Hub and tire assembly

FEED ROLLER SERVICES

Resharpening and Recovering of Feed Rollers
Wood Tech specializes in the service of resharpening your helical metal feed rollers
(saw tooth design) for most moulders (page 152). This includes, Weinig, Wadkin,
SCM, Diehl and others. This allows you to recognize substantial savings over the
purchase of new feed rollers. Some rollers are not able to be sharpened. Please note,
pricing may vary due to the condition of your rollers. Because we are a feed roller
manufacturer, we can fabricate custom rollers to most any size.
We can also recover worn feed rollers for moulders, power feeders, and other
machinery. Custom feed rollers are available upon request. Call us to discuss your
particular application.

WILLIAMS & HUSSEY FEED ROLLERS
Wood Tech offers William & Hussey feed rollers in two hardnesses.
The Green 85 duro lasts longer while the Yellow 70 duro provides better grip.
Product Number

Description

WH-ROLLER-G

Feed Roller for W&H Molder, Green Urethane (85 duro)

WH-ROLLER-Y

Feed Roller for W&H Molder, Yellow Urethane (70 duro)

Feed rollers are sold individually. Machine requires two feed rollers.

Hold Down Rollers
Hold Down Rollers with bearing
Product Number

Diameter

Machine

HDRoller

80 mm x 20 mm

Weinig, Wadkin & SCMI*

*SCMI Needs Reducing Bushing (Part No. HD BUSH 8mmID)

